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Summary. One considers the structure of stellar discs with an cx-model 
of turbulence. One obtains the equation of the energetic balance for turbulent 
pulsations and shows that cx(r) as, in the central and pcnipheral parts of the disc, 
a monotonous, slowly increasing and bounded function. Quick changes occur 
in the narrow band of the disc near the star's surlace. 

T. Angelov, 0 ALFA-MODELU TURBULENCIJE - Razmatra se struktura 
zvezdalllih diskova sa cx-modelom turbulencije. Izvodi se jednaCina energetske 
ravnotefe za turbulentne pulsacije i pokazuje se da Je cx(r) - u centraInom 
i perifemom delu diska - monotona, sporo rastuca i ogramcena funkcija; brze 
promene desavaju se u uskoj oblas1li ddska blizu povrsme zvezde. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1973. - with the theory of disc accretion assuming a turbulent 
mechanism (Shakura, Sunyaev, 1973) - theoretical models of discs were 
built up under the assuption of a constant ratio between the velocity of 
turbulent pulsations and the velocity of sound: in every point of the disc 

Ut = aU,., IX = const. (Bath and Pringle, 1981, with endpapers). It is natural, 
of course, to take a. = a.(r), but the theory and the observations did not 
allow, as yet, to determine that function. 

In this paper the problem of the determination of a.(r) is formulated, 
and the equation of energetic balance for turbulent pulsations obtained. 
From it the behaviour of a.(r) is studied, in a rough approximation, within 
the a.-model. 

2. BASIC EQUATIONS 

One considers the disc-approximation of the stellar envelope, so that 
we use a cylindrical system with the origin in the star's centre: the r-axis 
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IS m the orbital plane of the envelope (the equatorial plane of the star), 
the z-axis being taken in the sense of rotation of the star. The equatior 
of the conservation of mass and the equation of motion for the cp-coordinat( 
(Angelov, 1981b), in the case of axial symmetry, are: 

~+..!..orcm =0, 
at r or 

(2.1: 

op op 1 Or2 N,.q> 
a---+au- -=- , o t or r or 

(2.2) 

where 0" is the surface density of the gas; p = r u - the specific angulal 
ow 

momentum; u, U - the velocity components (U,., ,); N", = 1} r ---
o 

the component of the viscous stress tensor; 1} = 0" \I; \I - the kinematical 
viscosity coefficient; w - the angular velocity. 

Every unknown function in (2.1) and (2.2) will be represented as 
the sum of its average value and the pulsating component: f =<f>+ f'. 
After a simple transformation in the equations obtained and the subtraction 
.of corresponding averaged equations, one obtains: 

Oa' o(au)' (au)' 
+ + -0 (2.3) ()t ~ -r--' 

o(ap)' + o(aup)' = _.!.. (aup)' +.!.. or2N',.q> . (2.4) 
ot or r r or 

For arbitrary functions: f, g, h, we make use of developments: 

(fg)' = < f > g'+< g > f'+f g' - < f' g' >, 
(fgh)'=< fg > h' + < h > (fg)' + (fg)' h'- «fg)' h'>. (2.5) 

Equation (2.4) can be written, with the help of (2.3) and (2.5), as 

<-a> op' +<au> op' =_ (auro<p> +.!..or2N'rq>_ 
ot or or r or 

-(au)' op' _a'o<p> _a'OP' +o<o'p'> +..!..or«au)'p'> .(2.6) 
or ot ot ot r Or 

Let us multiply (2.6) with 2p', then average and transform it by (2.3). One 
obtains: 

0< ' '> 0< ' '> 0< > <a> pp +<OU> p p =-2«au)'p'> p-
0t or or 

-2r< N',.q> op' > +.!..~ {ra[2<U'N'rq»-«Ou)'u'U'>]}-or r or 
0< '> 0<"''-.,. _ 2<a'p'> P ..... _ a PP........ (2.7) 

ot at 
The estimate of some expressions in (2.7) is: 
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«au)'p'>=<a><u'p'>, <Nr'<fl o( >=r<IJ>< Ow' .~p":,, >, 
or or Br 

<u'N,'tp> =<IJ><P'~~ >, «au)'u'u'>=<a> <u'u'u'>. 
or 

If we write,au>l<o> = <u> .and put f instead of <f>, equation (2.7) 
for steady motion becomes, having in mind <IJ>=<a>v: 

au o<p'p'> =-2r2o{<u'W'> ~e.+v< ~w'. op' >}+ 
or or or or 

+ 1 ° { 5 [ o<w'w'> . " ]} -.- rC1V -<uww> . 
r or or 

(2.8) 

The equation obtained is a form of the equation of energy balance for 
turbulent pulsations. The first and second terms on the right hand side 
give the generation and dissipation of turbulent energy and the last two 
terms - the diffusion of turbulence. 

3. THE DETERMINATION OF a(r) 

We shall make use of (2.8) for the determination of a(r) in the 
a-model of turbulence: 

(3.1) 

We assume, in a rough approximation, the eqUilibrium between the gene
ration of turbulence and the turbulent dissipation: 

< ' '> op + __ ow' op' - 0 u W - v'-.. _.-.>= , 
or or or 

(3.2) 

Since au/or- V < u'2>/L, we have: 

Dw 1 ou op 2 ow " 1 1 ? 

--- -, --r -,<uw >=- <u'u'>--Ut. a r r or or or r r 
(3.3) 

Moreover: 

OW' op' (OU')2 (U')2 (U)2[ (L)2] <Tr'Tr>=< Tr -"7 >- -i 1- 7 ' 

so that for L~r: v<~·~ >-uer _t . If for small R" (the Reynolds 0' a' ( U )2 
or or . L 

nomber): Vef =:. v, for great R,,: V~f '" Vt = ~Vt' ~ = const, one obtain for 
arbitrary R,,: 
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v < Ow' . op' > _ (u +~VI) (~)2. 
or or L 

(3.4) 

Condition (3.2) becomes, with the help of (3.3) and (3.4): 

AI L2 op 
~PI= _.-.-- I', Aj=const, 

A2 r or 
(3.5) 

and, with the model (3.1) and for A1"",A2, 

~a= dlnp __ 1 .~; ~,y < 1. 
dlnr y2 p 

(3.6) 

The last equation offer the possibility of determining a.(r). 
When expressing 'V in units vo=2.5xlO-16Tl'2jp,,=7.9xi06 cm2js 

(To=lOSK, Po= 10- 10 grjcm3) and p in units Po-V GM.r. =1.42xlOI6 cm2/s 

( M.=1.5 MG, r.=106 cm - proton star), equation (3.6) can be written as 

~a= dlnp _ CM2~. 
dlnr rl/2 

(3.7) 

Where r is in units r •. M = IjT is Mach number, C = 5.58 X 10-10. 
The numerical simulation of the time-dependent structure of stellar 

discs with a. = const. (Angelov, 1981a) has given Ljr = (2 - 4)%, whick 
determines the Mach nomber in the interval (25 - 50). For the Kepler 
motion of gas in the disc, dlnp/cllnr = 0.5, so that a. < 0.5j~ (0.5 < ~ < 1). 

One can see, from (3.7), that the dependence a.(r) exists in fact for 
very high values of the coefficient of molecular viscosity. In the central 
and the peripheral parts of the disc (r» 1) a.(r) is monotonous, slowly 
increasing and bounded. Quick changes occur in the narrow band of the 
disc near the star's surface. 
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